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2D & 3D Game Artist
Concept Art | 3D Modelling 

Feral  3D PC Game | UE 4 | Final year project 

Creating artistic direction. 
Providing the artistic team with concept-arts. 
Producing 3D game ready assets for environments and avatar.

My Missions:

Feral is a 1st person hunting and survival game in which the player embodies a beast.

Hello World 3D PC Game | OEngine | OSome Studio 

Modelling and texturing 3D environment assets, including modular assets.
Integrating assets in the engine. 
Creating materials and shaders for both assets and VFX

My Missions:

I’m currently working as 3D Environment artists intern on Osome Studio’s latest project: Hello World.

3D Mobile Game | Unity | Turbo Tape Games

Getting excellent feedbacks from Turbo Tape Games and Games Workshop.
Providing the team with twice the amount of work recquiered. 
Smoothly collaborating with an English speaking team in a foreign country.

Creating two campaings of 8 levels for the game’s DLCs. 
Producing game ready 3D assets for environments, accordingly to Warhammer’s artistic direction.

Achievements:

Being nominated for 2016 PING Awards as Best Student Project.

Achievements:

My Missions:

Warhammer Arcane Magic is a mobile strategy game developed by Turbo Tape Games (Norway). I 
worked on this project as a Level & Props design intern.

I’m a Game Art & Management bachelor graduate looking for a job, available from January 2017.

Autonomous, adaptive, creative, easy going: I love to constantly learn more  to overcome any challenge.

Combining artistic vision and technical skills to provide optimized solutions: I’m the agile artist you need!  

Warhammer Arcane Magic

http://romanegovin.wordpress.com
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/romane-govin-7124a982


Languages: French (native) | English (fluent) | German (bases)

2D: Photoshop | Illustrator | Traditional art | After Effects  

Modelling: 3DS Max | ZBrush |  Maya (bases) 

Texturing: Substance | Quixel

Game Engines (integration & shaders): Unreal Engine 4 | 

Unity | UDK 

Programming (bases): UE4 Blueprint | C#

Management (bases): Scrum | Waterfall | Team work

Dec. ‘14 - 

May ’14

March ‘13 - 

June ’13

2014 

2011 -

present

2011-2015
2011-2013

Skills : 

About Me : 
Art: I love to create and experiment many techniques and 
medias : drawing, painting (digital & traditional), environment 
building in game engines, FX make up...  

Hobbies: Reading, gaming (exploration, mmo, fps, point ‘n 
clicks...) cinema, photography, playing clarinet...

Sports: Horse riding (12 years), hiking, boxing, skiing, 
climbing

Travels: Norway (3 months), Greece, Canada, France (road 
trips)... I’m a nature lover who likes «challenging» holidays 
(intensive hiking, camping in the wild)!
 

2D Action Platformer | Unity | Student project

Working on artistic direction. 
Creating concept art, including character and environment design. 
Creating 2D game assets and colouring character’s animation frames. 
Promoting the game for the contest.

Winning 3rd place at Imagine Cup France. 
Acclaimed artistic direction and character design.

Achievements:

My Missions:

OX 

Summer Jobs

Getting excellent feedbacks from Turbo Tape Games and Games Workshop.
Providing the team with twice the amount of work recquiered. 
Smoothly collaborating with an English speaking team in a foreign country.

OX was developed by a team of four Supinfogame students for Microsoft Imagine Cup 2014 contest and 
won the 3rd place at national finale. 

Winter vineyard maintenance, EARL Anson, Champagne Ardennes, France
Grape harvesting, EARL Anson, Champagne Ardennes,France
Secretary in a silo,  110 Bourgogne, Bourgogne, France 

I will gladly answer any question you might have !
Recommandations available upon request.

Want to know a bit more about my work? 
Feel free to visit my blog at romanegovin.tumblr.com

3D Puzzle and exploration game | Unity | Student project

Project management.
Working on artistic direction. 
Designing characters and environments. 
Modelling & texturing (animals, props and buildings). 
Creating illustrations for the game. Promoting the game on a devblog.

Nominated for Hits Play Time’s final. 
Working on a truly challenging project, learning the ropes from scratch. 
Gathering a team willing to overcome the challenge of making a 3D game in 2nd year.

Worked on several mobile games developed at school on very short times (1 or 2 weeks), in partnership with 
different enterprises such as: Gameloft, 3D Duo, Dupuis.

Achievements:

My Missions:

Valta 

Mobile games prototypes

Valta was developed for Hits Playtime 2013 contest by a team of six Supinfogame students. 

http://romanegovin.tumblr.com/

